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LEE HARVEY OSWALD, aka 
- 18- R= CUBA ; 

    
gio 7 Inspector. 3 

yt regarding the camera o 
<i" "says they are going to need thay camera for some time, | 
“ and they would like for us to nd out exactly what date 

her brother intends to go to Eirope and how long he will 
be gone. They are worried about whether something might 
happen to the camera while in his possession, that it might 
get lost or stolen. Mr. MALLEY stated we might suggest that 

.° . she rent a camera from a camera shop for the period her -- | 
a” brother is going to be gone and she can send the bill to the 

- . President's Commission. We do not need to make any arrange- 
“.°: + ments for the actual rental.’ We are to tell her to send the 

. bill to the President's Commission, 200 Maryland Avenue, NE. 
- Washington, D. c. 

  

Toye ifr. MALLEY referred to telephone calls over the TL eye 
':,. ... past weekend regarding report of MANNING C, CLEMENTS, 11/3C/63, ~:~ 
~~ and stated apparently thu material in that report was dictated Hes 
"2. from the notebook, and subsequently we must have borrowed this we 
-%. notebook and photographed it. Apparently we gave the President's * 
fo? Commission copies of the photographs. ~The order that they have *‘:: 

- the photographs in does not jibe with our report. The Commission . 
a is interested in knowing whether the material in our report is ...- 

oe taken chronologically from the notebook. We need to check that:: 
: page by page to determine whether the photographing of the book =. 

‘ was handied on a chronological basis and whether the material. 
. in CLEMENT" s report was dictated chronologically. Dee ee 

I advised Mr. MALLEY that the notebook is now in - ORs 
District Attorney WADE's office, but we would check on the above. -. 

Beem 

ie - Bureau desires to know whether the material in the ~ 
eo report was in chronological order, so they can line up the 97 af. 
Tle, photographs accordingly. . a 50 */ 4 
TAP od. i. 100-10461- beve © ro eee : Mr. MALLEY requested/that he be called back re abowe *":!+. 

and also det him know how the /rental of the camera ked out, eC        
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